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Abstract: Over the past few decades, the growth of the urban population has been remarkable. Nowadays, 50% of the population lives in urban areas, and forecasts point that by 2050 this number will reach 70%. Today, 64% of all travel made is within urban environments and the total amount of urban kilometers traveled is expected to triple by 2050. Thus, seeking novel solutions for urban mobility becomes paramount for 21st century society. In this work, we discuss the performance of vehicular networks. We consider the metric Delta Network. The Delta Network characterizes the connectivity of the vehicular network through the percentage of travel time in which vehicles are connected to roadside units. This article reviews the concept of the Delta Network and extends its study through the presentation of a general heuristic based on the definition of scores to identify the areas of the road network that should receive coverage. After defining the general heuristic, we show how small changes in the score computation can generate very distinct (and interesting) patterns of coverage, each one suited to a given scenario. In order to exemplify such behavior, we propose three deployment strategies based on simply changing the computation of scores. The results show that the strategies derived from the general heuristic are very interesting, all of them deploying roadside units in a circle pattern around the traffic epicenter.
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1. Introduction

Smart cities are receiving increasing attention from governments and society. Washburn et al. [1] define smart cities as “the use of smart computing technologies to make the critical infrastructure components and services of a city – which include city administration, education, healthcare, public safety, real estate, transportation, and utilities – more intelligent”. Nam and Pardo [2] group key conceptual components of smart cities into three categories of core factors: technology (infrastructures of hardware and software), people (creativity, diversity, and education), and institution (governance and policy). Given the connection between the factors, a city is smart when investments in human/social capital and IT infrastructure fuel sustainable growth and enhance a quality of life, through participatory governance [3].

Over the past few decades, the growth of the urban population has been remarkable. Nowadays, 50% of the population lives in urban areas, and forecasts point that by 2050 this number will reach 70% [4]. Today, 64% of all travel made is within urban environments and the total amount of urban...
kilometers traveled is expected to triple by 2050 [5]. Thus, seeking novel solutions for urban mobility becomes paramount for 21st century society. In fact, several researches are already in advanced state: the development of autonomous vehicles [6] combined with car-sharing services [7] may shape a new automotive industry, and introduce a new paradigm in the way we use vehicles. In a few decades, cars tend to turn into services, rather than properties. Users would simply pay-per-use, instead of buying vehicles. Such change would drastically reduce the demand for parking spaces, since less vehicles would be required. At the same time, the society would benefit from a better use of natural resources employed in manufacturing vehicles (which spend a considerable part of their lifetimes parked).

However, this intelligent system of urban mobility depends on the development of efficient information and communication technologies capable of providing the integration of users, vehicles, traffic lights, parking lots, traffic authorities and all other entities involved in the traffic system [8]. Such integration can take place through, basically, three communication paradigms: a) cellular networks; b) ad hoc vehicle to vehicle communication; c) dedicated roadside infrastructure based. Most communication tends to take place through high-speed cellular networks [9], ideal for commercial and third-party applications addressing real-time driver interaction [10], routes planning [11], vehicle tracking [12], monitoring driving style [13], performance of the vehicle [14], condition of roads [15,16], driver reputation [17], network autentication [18], smart traffic lights [19], traffic monitoring [20], accident detection [21,22] and several other types of applications still to appear in the near future. Complementary, some applications tend to benefit from the direct ad hoc communication between vehicles, such as collision avoidance systems [23], and platooning [24], where low communication delay, reduced risk of interference, and physical proximity are key factors.

In addition to these paradigms, traffic management can also benefit from the implementation of an infrastructure-based network dedicated to vehicular communication through the deployment of communication antennas in strategic locations of the road network. Such network would be responsible for routing sensitive data. Typically, these networks are managed by government, but they could also be run by private organisations, as for example through bidding. Examples of applications for these dedicated networks include traffic signal management [25], virtual traffic light implementations [26], special traffic-related communications (such as online notification of traffic penalties, lane-change maneuvers [27]), and even sending commands to vehicles (such as “reduce speed”). In fact, in a fully coordinated system, traffic authorities could even take over the vehicle in certain critical conditions, such as crossing specific intersections, in order to maximize the traffic flow efficiency. The focus of the present work is on this type of network.

However, for vehicular networks to become feasible in practice, some issues remain open, such as security and performance, as e.g. network coverage and connectivity. Vehicular networks are characterized by the rapid movement of vehicles along the road network, making connectivity dependent on location. In this work, we go deeper into the study of the Delta Network [28]. The Delta Network characterizes the connectivity of the vehicular network through the percentage of travel time in which vehicles are connected to roadside units. In summary, this article reviews the concept of scores to identify areas of the road network that should receive coverage. The definition of the score is based on the number of vehicles meeting coverage in relation to the distance traveled, and different score definitions lead to different roadside units deployment strategies. After defining the general heuristic, we show how small changes in the score computation can generate very distinct (and interesting) patterns of coverage, each one suited to a given scenario. In order to exemplify such behavior, we propose three deployment strategies based on simply changing the computation of scores.

This work is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews a representative set of related work. Section 3 introduces the Delta Network, and discusses how to solve the allocation of roadside units for achieving one single performance target. Section 4 extends our analysis on the Delta Network in
order to achieve global solutions using the concept of scores. Section 5 presents experiments illustrating aspects discussed in the previous sections. Section 6 concludes the work.

2. Related Work

The literature presents studies addressing several aspects of infrastructure-based vehicular networks, a complete survey on infrastructure-based vehicular networks is presented in [8]. Along this section, we overview a representative list of selected works in data dissemination, data scheduling, communication protocols, and deployment strategies.

Data dissemination is at the core of most services enabled by vehicular networks. Sanguesa et al. [29] present the review of 23 different kinds of dissemination schemes highlighting the benefits and drawbacks associated with each one. Kai and Lee [30] propose push-based broadcast data dissemination in heavy traffic: messages are periodically broadcasted to passing vehicles. In light traffic scenarios, vehicles query on-demand for traffic information. Authors derive a mathematical model that shows the effectiveness of the solution and they conclude that data dissemination in vehicular networks should be adaptable to dynamic traffic environments. Bruno and Nurchis [31] assume vehicles equipped with cameras and the problem is how to deliver the images to remote data collectors. Authors propose a data collection algorithm capable of eliminating the redundancy of data transmitted by moving vehicles. In a real situation, several vehicles may report the same event. Thus, data redundancy mitigation is necessary to improve the network efficiency.

Data scheduling is also addressed. Shumao et al. [32] propose a downlink scheduler to deliver high-quality video-on-demand over infrastructure-based vehicular networks. The scheduler is deployed in roadside units to coordinate the transmission of packets according to the importance of packet to video quality, the playback deadline, and also real-time information of vehicles. Zhang et al. [33] also devise a scheduling algorithm to coordinate the distribution of data files in vehicular networks. A collection of data files is stored at distributed locations and delivered to passing vehicles. According to the popularity of files, the proposed algorithm schedules the location of files through the selective upload and download of roadside units to maximize the delivery ratio of files to vehicles.

Communication protocols have also been proposed. Korkmaz et al. [34] propose a cross-Layer multi-hop data delivery protocol with fairness guarantees where vehicles do not communicate with roadside units individually, but through one leader. The goal is to reduce the network traffic and to use bandwidth more efficiently. The leader will collect all information from other nodes and share it with roadside units. Complementary, Hadaller et al. [35] propose a protocol to increase the global data transfer. Authors observe that when roadside units are shared by more than one vehicle, the vehicle with the lowest transmission rate reduces the effective transmission rate of all other vehicles. Observing that every vehicle eventually receives good performance when it is near the roadside unit, the authors propose a medium access protocol that opportunistically grants access to vehicles with maximum transmission rate. The overall system throughput is improved by a factor of four.

Deployment based on the V2I contact probability is addressed by Bazzi et al. [36]. Authors discuss the system design and address the cellular offloading issue in urban scenarios through the deployment of WAVE/IEEE 802.11p devices on vehicles and roadside units. The work shows the impact of the percentage of equipped vehicles, of the number of deployed roadside units, and of the adopted routing protocols on the amount of data delivered. Results, obtained through an integrated simulation platform taking both realistic vehicular environments and wireless network communication aspects into account, show that the deployment of few road side units and the use of low complexity routing protocols leads to a significant reduction of cellular resource occupation, even approaching 100% with a high density of equipped vehicles.

Deployment for content delivery is addressed in [37]. Authors present a mixed-integer quadratic programming based optimum roadside units deployment scheme to provide Internet access services for the maximum road traffic volumes with limited number of roadside units. Additionally, Silva et al. [38] investigate the application of Content Delivery Networks (CDN) to the vehicular scenario,
modeling the distribution of several contents within distinct levels of QoS. Since a given content may be meaningful only to a given region of interest, they assume that each content type is related to a target region where it must be made available.

**Deployment based on evolutionary approaches** is proposed by Lochert et al. [39]. Authors study how the infrastructure should be used to improve data travel time over very large distances. They present a multi-layer aggregation scheme defining landmarks. Cars passing landmarks record the time travel, which is aggregated to infer the time travel between more distant landmarks. These aggregation steps are performed by the cars themselves in a completely decentralized basis. The minimal initial deployment of roadside units is handled by a genetic algorithm based on the travel time savings. Complementary, Cavalcante et al. [40] apply genetic programming to solve the deployment as a Maximum Coverage Problem.

**Linear Programming Models** are also considered. Aslam et al. [41] use binary integer programming to solve the allocation of roadside units. They eliminate minor roads and model major roads as a grid. Authors present two different optimization methods for placement of a limited number of roadside units in an urban region: a) analytical Binary Integer Programming (BIP); b) novel Balloon Expansion Heuristic (BEH). The BIP method utilizes branch and bound approach to find an optimal analytical solution whereas BEH method uses balloon expansion analogy to find an optimal or near optimal solution. Authors conclude that the BEH method is more versatile and performs better than BIP method in terms of the computational cost and scalability. Furthermore, Yingsi et al. [42] study the deployment of the roadside infrastructure by formulating an optimization problem and solving it using Integer Linear programming. The proposed optimization framework takes into account the effect of buildings on signal propagation, LAN lines and road topology. The formulation assumes a grid-like road network.

**Modeling the deployment are a Maximum Coverage Problem** is also considered. Trullols et al. [43] study the placement of the roadside units into an urban area. The authors use a realistic data set and propose modeling the placement as a Knapsack Problem (KP) and also as a Maximum Coverage Problem (MCP-g). The heuristic MCP-g models the deployment of roadside units as a maximum coverage problem, and assumes previously knowledge of all vehicles trajectories. Complimentary, when we intend to maximize the number of distinct vehicles contacting the infrastructure without identifying individual vehicles, we may rely on migration ratios of vehicles between adjacent locations of the road network as presented in [44].

**Analytic studies** are also found in the literature. Bazzi et al. [45] address cellular systems as the most feasible solution in the short term to collect information messages from vehicles to a remote control center. The paper proposes a mathematical model to evaluate the impact of the envisioned service on cellular systems capacity and coverage in simplified scenarios. Results show that the acquisition of small and frequent packets from vehicles is affected by interference more than other services, such as the voice service.

Finally, the work presented by Zizhan et al. [46] serves as inspiration for the Delta Network reviewed in Section 3. Authors propose Alpha Coverage to provide worst-case guarantees on the interconnection gap measured in terms of traveled distance. A deployment of roadside units is considered $\alpha$-covered if any path of length $\alpha$ on the road network meets at least one roadside unit.

### 3. Delta Network: measuring the network performance using the relation between the connected time and trip duration

Measuring the connected time is a way of characterizing vehicular networks based on the QoS experienced by users. Users receiving more connection tend to receive higher QoS by the network. Hence, measuring the connection time proportionally to the distance traveled by vehicles seems an interesting way of characterizing the vehicular network. Such measurement is given the Delta Network [28]. Delta measures the connection time according to the trip duration, and we express it as $\Delta_{\rho_1}$. Parameter $\rho_1$ represents the connection duration factor. For instance, should vehicles be
connected during 5% of the trip, then $\rho_1$ must be 0.05. Complementary, $\rho_2$ indicates the share of vehicles experiencing the connection duration defined by $\rho_1$. Thus, a vehicular network is $\Delta_{\rho_2}^{\rho_1}$ whenever $\rho_2$ percent of vehicles experience connection during $\rho_1$ percent of the trip duration.

![Delta Network Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Delta governs the combinations of $\rho_1$ (share of trip under coverage) and $\rho_2$ (share of vehicles meeting coverage). Source: Silva et al. [28].

Fig. 1 illustrates the Delta metric. The metric is not represented by a single value. Instead, the Delta Network is represented as a curve in a 2D plan. The x-axis indicates $\rho_1$ (percentage of trip under coverage), while the y-axis indicates $\rho_2$ (share of vehicles). In fact, Delta is the relation between $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$. The shadowed area indicates possible service levels for the network. The maximum achievable performance is indicated by the border of the curve. Complementary, outside the curve we have service levels unable to be achieved by the current network setup. Representing Delta as the relation between $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ has the advantage of delimiting the entire range of network operation. Such representation allows us to compare the operation of distinct vehicular networks in order to identify successful design strategies. In fact, we can use the Delta network to measure one dimension of the performance of the vehicular network (connected time in terms of trip duration), and also to plan a new network from scratch, or even update an existing one, using Delta to define the location of future roadside units.

The Delta Network is formally introduced in Definition 1.

**Definition 1 (Deployment $\Delta_{\rho_2}^{\rho_1}$).** Let $R$ represent a given road network, and $V$ be the set of vehicles traveling $R$. Let $C \subset V$ be the set of vehicles experiencing connection during, at least, $\rho_1$ percent of the trip duration. A deployment is $\Delta_{\rho_2}^{\rho_1}$ whenever $|C| \geq \rho_2$. In addition, the Delta Network can be used to plan the vehicular network in order to meet predefined QoS levels for reaching requirements from vehicular applications that the network administrator intends to make available in the network. There is a great variety of vehicular applications already proposed in the literature, and many others still to be developed, where each application tends to demand a specific level of QoS from the vehicular network. In this sense, Delta Network can also be used to support network planning, defining the expected connectivity of vehicles in terms of their travel time.

### 3.1. Using the Delta Network to reach a specific performance target

In previous works [28,47], we have turned our attention on developing solutions for Delta in order to reach one single target performance. Basically, along these works we intended to minimize the number of roadside units in order to achieve a given combination of $\rho_2$ percent of vehicles connected to roadside units during $\rho_1$ percent of the trip duration, i.e., the optimal layout of roadside units for one single point composing the Delta curve (such as the red point in Fig. 1). Solving this problem is interesting because it allows the network designer to build the network infrastructure guaranteeing such performance level in order to deploy a set of specific vehicular applications demanding the aforementioned connectivity. Here, we outline the basic solution to a particular combination of $(\rho_1, \rho_2)$.

Before continuing the discussion on the Delta Network, we describe a strategy for representing road networks with arbitrary topology. We model road networks as a grid-like structure. Basically,
we divide the city into a set of same-sized urban cells (road partitions), as depicted in Fig. 2. The dimensions of the urban cell may vary according to the desired accuracy, and the expected range of coverage of roadside units.

![Road Network.](a) Road Network. ![20×20 grid.](b) 20×20 grid. ![40×40 grid.](c) 40×40 grid. ![80×80 grid.](d) 80×80 grid.

Figure 2. Partitioning the road network in a grid-like structure.

An Integer Linear Program formulation for this problem is presented in [47]. Since obtaining the exact solution requires too much computational effort, we can only solve small instances using this formulation. In order to solve large instances, we propose a greedy strategy named Delta-$g$ in [48]. When we apply the Delta-$g$ heuristic considering the Vehicular Mobility Trace of the city of Cologne composed of 10,000 seconds of traffic and 75,515 vehicles, we obtain the following area to be covered according to pairs of $\rho_1$ ($y$-axis) and $\rho_2$ ($x$-axis).

![Percentage of road network that must be covered in order to achieve the Delta Network for pairs of $\rho_1$ ($y$-axis) and $\rho_2$ ($x$-axis).](chart.png)

Figure 3. Percentage of road network that must be covered in order to achieve the Delta Network for pairs of $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ when solving the deployment using Delta-$g$. Recall that $\rho_2$ indicates the share of vehicles that must be connected during $\rho_1$ percent of the trip duration. Results consider the Cologne mobility trace. Source: Silva et al. [48].

In order get this result, we run the heuristic for each pair of $\{\rho_1, \rho_2\}$ presented above. In the following section, we turn our attention to finding global solutions (instead of solutions for one single pair). Complimentary, we highlight that Fig. 3 is an adaption of the result presented by our team in [48]. However, in [48] we present the percentage area to be covered in terms of the whole city of Cologne, while in Fig. 3 we present the percentage area to be covered considering only areas presenting traffic.

4. Extending Delta Network to global solutions: using scores to customize the coverage

The previous section exploits solutions to solve the Delta Network considering a specific performance target given by a single tuple $\{\rho_1, \rho_2\}$ (i.e., a single point within the curve shown in Fig. 1). However, finding feasible solutions (or even, the optimal solution) for one single pair of $\{\rho_1, \rho_2\}$ may not guarantee good connectivity for other combinations of $\{\rho_1, \rho_2\}$. Thus, now we dive deeper into the Delta Network. We now focus on the main problem of this study. Here, we consider solutions from a global perspective. We are no longer interested in optimizing the network for one single pair $\{\rho_1, \rho_2\}$, but we explore strategies for optimizing the Delta Network as a whole. We propose a simple greedy strategy for exploring properties of the Delta Network. As we show, slight changes in the deployment strategy lead to interesting changes in the coverage pattern of the vehicles.

---

1 Vehicular Mobility Trace of the city of Cologne, Germany, available at: http://kolntrace.project.citi-lab.fr/
Algorithm 1 General greedy heuristic

```
Input: T, ∆;
Output: covered_cells
1: covered_cells ← ∅;
2: while |covered_cells| < a do
3:   for each uncovered cell [x][y] in the grid do
4:     add_cell(x,y) to set covered_cells;
5:     score[x,y] ← compute_score after adding cell [x][y];
6:     remove_cell[x,y] from covered_cells;
7:   end for
8:   [x'][y'] ← get_max_score(score[]);
9:   add_cell[x'][y'] to set covered_cells;
10: end while
11: return covered_cells;
```

Algorithm 1 presents the general greedy heuristic that is used to perform the experiments. It receives as input the trace of vehicles (T), and the number of available cells to be covered. The set of covered cells is reset. Then, for each uncovered cell, the heuristic covers the cell and re-runs the mobility trace in order to measure the connectivity of vehicles in terms of \(n_1, n_2\). Since no cell is initially covered, the heuristic starts by covering cell [0,0] and evaluates the performance. Then, it moves the coverage from location [0,0] to [0,1], and recomputes the coverage, and so forth, until evaluating all locations of the grid (lines 3-7). Then, it selects the cell presenting the highest score (score is measured according to the interest of the network designer, and, in this article, it is customized to create three strategies). The cell presenting the highest score is selected permanently for receiving coverage (lines 8-9). Then, the heuristic loops until selecting a covered cell.

The score computation (line 5) deserves special attention. In fact, in our opinion, the most interesting feature of this heuristic is the ability to customize the score. By customizing the score we have the opportunity to impose specific properties on the vehicular network, such as selecting the kind of trip that we intend to prioritize, and how connectivity is distributed across vehicles. In order to demonstrate how the score computation impacts the outcome of the heuristic, we present three strategies for computing the score: a) strategy balanced; b) strategy direct; and, c) strategy inverse.

The strategy balanced considers an uniform distribution of weights for all ranges of “percentage trip duration under coverage” (\(\rho_1\)). The strategy computes the score of each cell by estimating the area underneath the Delta curve (since we rely on a greedy heuristic, the obtained area may not be optimal). Let’s assume that cells \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\) are covered. Then, the score of cell \(c_n\) is given by Eq. 1:

\[
\text{score of cell}[c_n] \text{ in balanced} = \int_0^1 f(x)dx
\]

where \(f(x)\) indicates the Delta curve after covering cells \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\).

On the other hand, the strategy direct assigns weight to cells directly proportional to the “percentage trip duration under coverage”, as indicated in Fig. 4(b). Hence, cells receive high reward when increasing the coverage of highly connected vehicles. The score is computed as the sum of the coverage received by each vehicle in terms of the percentage trip duration. Let’s assume that cells \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\) are covered. Then, the score of cell \(c_n\) is given by Eq. 2:

\[
\text{score of cell}[c_n] \text{ in direct} = \sum_{v \in \text{vehicles}} \rho_1(v)
\]

where \(\rho_1(v)\) indicates the percentage of the trip duration that vehicle \(v\) is traveling under the coverage of roadside units after covering cells \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\). Thus, the strategy direct represents an elitism: vehicles experiencing high coverage tend to receive more coverage after each iteration (i.e., the strategy tries to extend the coverage of already covered vehicles). Complimentarily, strategy inverse assigns weight to cells inversely proportional to the “percentage trip duration under coverage” (\(\rho_1\)). In other words, cells providing coverage to vehicles with low coverage (or no coverage at all) receive high reward.
where \( \rho_1(v) \) indicates the percentage of the trip duration that vehicle \( v \) is traveling under the coverage of roadside units after covering cells \( \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \).

Figure 4. Fig. (a) shows the distribution of weights used for computing the score indicating the next cell to be covered by Algorithm 1. Fig. (a) shows the distribution used for the strategy \( \text{balanced} \). All ranges of “percentage trip duration under coverage” receive the same weight, and the goal is to maximize the area under the Delta curve. Fig. (b) shows the distribution used for the strategy \( \text{direct} \), where weights are directly proportional to the “percentage trip duration under coverage” shown in the x-axis. By using such distribution, we intend to increase the share of highly connected vehicles. Fig. (c) shows the distribution used for the strategy \( \text{inverse} \), where weights are inversely proportional to the “percentage trip duration under coverage”. By using such distribution, we intend to democratize the coverage.

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of weights used for computing the score. The score indicates the next cell to be covered by Algorithm 1. Fig. 4(a) shows the distribution used by the strategy \( \text{balanced} \). In this distribution, all ranges of “percentage trip duration under coverage” (\( \rho_1 \)) receive the same weight (shown in the x-axis), and the strategy tries to maximize the area under the Delta curve. Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution used by the strategy \( \text{direct} \), where weights are directly proportional to \( \rho_1 \). By using such distribution, we intend to increase the share of highly connected vehicles. Fig. 4(c) shows the distribution used by the strategy \( \text{inverse} \), where weights are inversely proportional to \( \rho_1 \).

5. Methods and Materials

Now, we present a set of experiments designed to characterize the performance of the \( \text{balanced} \), \( \text{direct} \), and \( \text{inverse} \) strategies. As baseline, we consider the intuitive strategy of covering locations following the order of popularity. Most popular cell gets covered first. We refer to this strategy as \( \text{dl} \) (densest locations). It receives as input the volume of traffic per cell (\( V \)), and the number of cells to be covered, returning the set of cells presenting higher volume of traffic, as presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Strategy \( \text{dl} \): covering the most popular cells firstly.

Input: \( V, k \);
Output: \( Y \);

1. \( V' \leftarrow \text{sort}(V) \);
2. \( Y \leftarrow \text{get_initial_elements}(V', k) \);
3. return \( Y \);

5.1. Strategy \( \text{balanced} \): uniform distribution of weights, regardless of the percentage trip duration under coverage: an alternative to maximize the area under the Delta curve

By using an uniform distribution of weights across the entire range of “trip duration under coverage” (\( \rho_1 \)), we intend to maximize the area under the Delta curve. The area is computed using the trapezoidal rule [50], a technique for approximating the definite integral. Computing the integral...
demands partitioning the integration interval, applying the trapezoidal rule to each sub-interval, and summing the results. The approximation becomes more accurate as the resolution of the partition increases. In this work, we consider 1,000 partitions dividing the x-axis (that has range [0...1]). In order to be more didactic, now we present an illustrative example: let’s suppose that we have only two vehicles traveling along the road network divided into 5 cells. Let’s also assume that such vehicles remain the same amount of time inside each cell, and we have communication devices for covering only two cells (α=2). Vehicle A crosses cells {1,2}, while vehicle B crosses cells {1,3,4,5}.

\[ A=\{1,2\}; \]
\[ B=\{1,3,4,5\}; \]

Since cell 1 gets crossed by both vehicles, it intuitively maximizes the area under the Delta curve. After covering cell 1, we have vehicle A covered during 50% of the trip, and vehicle B covered during 25% of the trip. Fig. 5(a) plots the Delta Network for this hypothetical scenario. Point A is (\(\rho_1=0.00, \rho_2=1.00\)), i.e., 100% of vehicles are covered during 0% of the trip duration (true, vehicles A and B). Point B is (\(\rho_1=0.25, \rho_2=1.00\)), i.e., 100% of vehicles are covered during 25% of the trip duration (true, vehicles A and B). Point C is (\(\rho_1=0.50, \rho_2=0.50\)), i.e., 50% of vehicles are covered during 50% of the trip duration (true, vehicle A). Point D is (\(\rho_1=0.50, \rho_2=0.00\)), i.e., no vehicle is covered more than 50% of the trip duration. Moreover, the plot indicates that covering cell 1 leads to area=0.375.

![Fig. 5. Didactic example on how the balanced strategy operates. Fig. (a) presents the Delta Network after covering cell 1. Fig. (b) presents the Delta Network considering two options: a) covering cell 2; b) covering cell 3. Since covering cell 2 leads to a major area under the curve, cell 2 gets selected.](image)

In second iteration, there are two possibilities: a) cover cell 2 crossed by vehicle A; b) cover one of the cells crossed by vehicle B (cell 3, cell 4, or, cell 5). In case the strategy selects one of the cells crossed by vehicle B (let’s say, cell 3), we get vehicles A and B covered during 50% of the trip duration represented by point G in Fig. 5(b) (red). In case the strategy covers cell 2, we get vehicle A covered during 100% of the trip duration, and vehicle B covered during 25% of the trip duration. Thus, 100% of vehicles are covered during 25% of the trip duration (point E), and 50% of vehicles are covered during 100% of the trip duration (point F). Finally, the plot indicates that covering cells {1,2} leads to area=0.625, while covering cells {1,3} leads to area=0.500. Since the balanced strategy focuses on maximizing the area, the strategy selects cell 2 for coverage.

Fig. 6 presents the performance of dl versus balanced for scenarios where {5%, 10%, 15%} of the road network is covered. Each plot presents the percentage of trip duration under coverage (y-axis) versus the share of vehicles receiving such coverage (x-axis). In fact, such measure is the Delta Network, showing how connectivity is distributed across the range of vehicles. The balanced strategy (blue) provides more coverage than the dl strategy (red). As we increase the number of covered cells (from 5% up to 15%), we notice an increase in the area below both curves. The maximum area below the
When considering Fig. 6(a), balanced reaches area = 0.35, while dl reaches area = 0.27. Deploying roadside units in 100% of the road network allows 100% of vehicles meeting coverage during 100% of the trip duration, yielding area = 1.

**Figure 6.** Delta Network: dl deploys roadside units at the most popular locations (red color), while balanced assumes an uniform distribution of weights (color blue). The y-axis indicates the share of vehicles ($\rho_2$), while the x-axis indicates percentage of trip under coverage ($\rho_1$). Figs. (a)-(c) consider coverage ranging from 5% up to 15% of the road network. Figs. (d)-(f) represent the difference "balanced minus dl". Since the green area is positive, balanced is always providing more coverage.

**Figure 7.** Layout of roadside units deployed by dl and balanced. Fig. (a) shows the Cologne traffic. The darker is the area, the more intense is the flow. Figs. (b)-(e) show the layout of roadside units deployed by dl for covering 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% (respectively) of the road network. Similarly, Figs. (f)-(i) present the layout of roadside units deployed by balanced for covering the same scenarios.

Figs. 6(d)-6(f) present the Differential Delta Network, i.e., they plot only the difference "balanced minus dl". As we can notice, all three plots are positive, also indicating that balanced provides...
better coverage than $dl$, while Fig. 7 presents the layout of roadside units deployed by both strategies. Fig. 7(a) shows the Cologne traffic. The darker is the area, the more intense is the flow. Figs. 7(b)-(e) show the layout of roadside units deployed by $dl$ for covering 5%, 10%, and 15% (respectively) of the road network. Similarly, Figs. 7(f)-(i) present the layout of roadside units deployed by balanced for covering the same scenarios. When comparing the pairs of layouts considering the same scenario, we notice that $dl$ and balanced follow a very distinct strategy. Since $dl$ follows popular locations, most roadside units are deployed lined up, following the flow of vehicles. On the other hand, balanced follows a pattern based on circles emerging from the epicenter of traffic.

5.2. Strategy direct: distribution of weights directly proportional to the percentage of trip traveled under coverage: an alternative to prioritize vehicles with high coverage

The strategy direct considers a different score computation. Instead of assigning the same weight for all classes of coverage (as done by the strategy balanced), direct assumes weights equal to the value to the percentage of trip duration under coverage (weight=$p_1$), as presented in Fig. 4(b). By doing so, the strategy increases the reward for covering highly connected vehicles (instead of maximizing the area under the Delta curve).
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**Figure 8.** $dl$ deploys roadside units at the most popular locations (red color), while direct assumes a distribution of weights equal to $p_1$ (color blue). The y-axis indicates the share of vehicles ($p_2$), while the x-axis indicates percentage of trip under coverage ($p_1$). Figs. (a)-(c) consider coverage ranging from 5% up to 15% of the road network. Figs. (d)-(f) represent the difference “direct minus $dl$”.
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**Figure 9.** Figs. (a)-(d) show the layout of roadside units deployed by direct for covering 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% (respectively) of the road network. We notice that direct presents a denser distribution of roadside units around the epicenter of traffic when compared to strategy balanced (Figs. 7(f)-7(i)).
Fig. 8 shows the comparison between \( dl \) and \( direct \). In Figs. 8(a)-8(c), we notice that \( direct \) reduces the coverage for low connected vehicles, increasing the coverage for highly connected ones, as indicated by marks \( H, I, \) and \( J \) in such figures. We notice a distinct shape of coverage, different than the one presented by strategy \( balanced \) in the previous section. Such distinct shape of coverage is highlighted in Figs. 8(d)-8(f), where the first half of the green area is negative (indicating the reduction of coverage for low connected vehicles), and the second half is highly positive (indicating increase of coverage of highly connected vehicles). Such shape of coverage is interesting when the applications running on top of the vehicular network demand highly connected vehicles (such as streaming delivery).

Figs. 9(a)-9(d) show the layout of roadside units provided by \( direct \). Just like the strategy \( balanced \), the strategy \( direct \) also deploy roadside units in circles from the epicenter of traffic. However, the layout provided by \( direct \) is much more concentrated around the epicenter of traffic (assuring more connectivity to highly connected vehicles). The pattern is characterized by connected islands of coverage along the core of the road network, an interesting topology when we intend high connectivity of vehicles in special zones, such as commercial zones in the city.

5.3. Strategy \( inverse \): distribution of weights inversely proportional to the percentage of trip traveled under coverage: an alternative to prioritize vehicles with low coverage

Strategy \( inverse \) assumes weights inversely proportional to the “trip duration under coverage” (i.e., weight=\( 1-\rho_1 \)), as presented in Fig. 4(c). It increases the reward for covering low connected vehicles, an interesting strategy when we intend to provide small contact opportunities for a large share of vehicles.
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**Figure 10.** \( dl \) deploys roadside units at the most popular locations (red color), while \( inverse \) assumes a distribution of weights inversely proportional to \( \rho_1 \) (color blue). The \( y \)-axis indicates the share of vehicles (\( \rho_2 \)), while the \( x \)-axis indicates percentage of trip under coverage (\( \rho_1 \)). Figs. (a)-(c) consider coverage ranging from 5% up to 15% of the road network. Figs. (d)-(f) represent “\( inverse \) minus \( dl \)”.

Fig. 10 characterizes the strategy \( inverse \) using \( dl \) as baseline. We notice that \( inverse \) provides more connectivity than \( dl \) for all three scenarios presented in Figs. 10(a)-10(c). When considering the shape of coverage, Figs. 10(d) and 10(e) show better coverage when compared to other strategies in the first half of the \( x \)-axis (indicating that \( inverse \) is prioritizing the coverage of vehicles with small connectivity along the trip), while Figs. 10(e) and 10(f) show the green curve negative for \( \rho_1 > 0.80 \), showing reduction in terms of highly connected vehicles.
Figs. (a)-(d) show the layout of roadside units deployed by inverse for covering 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% (respectively) of the road network. When compared to balanced and direct, we notice that inverse presents the lowest density of roadside units around the epicenter of traffic.

Figs. 11(a)-11(d) show the layout of roadside units provided by inverse. Just like the strategy balanced and direct, the strategy inverse also deploys roadside units in circles from the epicenter of traffic. However, the layout provided by the strategy inverse is much less concentrated around the epicenter of traffic. Such issue illustrates that the strategy inverse is more focused on providing coverage for new vehicles, than extending the coverage of highly connected ones.

In order to highlight differences among the proposed strategies (balanced, direct, inverse), we plot them all together. Figs. 12(a)-12(c) plot the Delta Network for the strategies balanced (blue), direct (red), and, inverse (green). We consider the same coverage scenarios ranging from 5% up to 15% of the road network. We notice that strategy inverse (green) provides more connectivity than balanced (blue) in the first half of the x-axis. This indicates that inverse provides more low connected vehicles contacting roadside units. On the other hand, direct (red) provides more connectivity along the second half of the x-axis, indicating that direct increases the coverage of highly connected vehicles, while strategy balanced represents a trade-off between both strategies. By observing the legend of these figures, we also notice that balanced provides the largest area under the Delta curve.

Figure 11. Figs. (a)-(d) show the layout of roadside units deployed by inverse for covering 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% (respectively) of the road network. When compared to balanced and direct, we notice that inverse presents the lowest density of roadside units around the epicenter of traffic.

Figure 12. Figs. (a)-(c) presents the Delta Network in a single plot for the three proposed strategies: balanced (blue), direct (red), and, inverse (green). Figs. (d)-(f) present the Differential Delta Network. In these figures, the red curve indicates the value “balanced minus direct”, while the green curve shows “balanced minus inverse”.

[Image of Delta Network and Differential Delta Network graphs]
Figs. 12(d)-12(f) present the Differential Delta Network of (i) direct compared to balanced, and (ii) inverse compared to balanced. The red curve indicates the value “balanced minus direct”, while the green curve plots “balanced minus inverse”. All three figures show the same behavior:

a) red curve (direct) positive in the first half of the x-axis indicates that balanced provides more connectivity than direct for low connected vehicles;

b) red curve (direct) negative in the second half of the x-axis indicates that balanced provides less connectivity than direct for highly connected vehicles;

c) green curve (inverse) negative in the first half of the x-axis indicates that balanced provides less connectivity than inverse for low connected vehicles;

d) green curve positive in the first half of the x-axis indicates that balanced provides more connectivity than inverse for highly connected vehicles.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we discuss the performance of vehicular networks in terms of the metric Delta Network [28]. The Delta Network characterizes the connectivity of the vehicular network through the percentage of travel time in which vehicles are connected to roadside units. In summary, this article reviews the concept of the Delta Network and extends its study through the presentation of a general heuristic in Algorithm 1, which is based on the definition of scores to identify areas of the road network that should receive coverage under different objectives. We consider the Vehicular Mobility Trace of Cologne, Germany, with the road network partitioned into a grid-like structure of dimensions 100×100, resulting in urban cells of dimension 270m×260m, holding more than 75 thousand vehicles.

After defining the general heuristic, we show how small changes in the score computation can generate very distinct (and interesting) patterns of coverage, each one suited to a given coverage objective. The definition of the score is based on the number of vehicles meeting coverage in relation to the distance traveled. In particular, when we consider the same weight for all travel classes (strategy balanced), we obtain as a result the maximization of the area under the Delta curve. On the other hand, when we consider the score directly proportional to the percentage of the trip that vehicles travel with coverage (strategy direct), we obtain a pattern that privileges the coverage of vehicles with high connectivity, resulting in increasing the share of vehicles experiencing high coverage, where the resulting layout of roadside units becomes more condensed around the traffic epicenter.

However, when we consider scores inversely proportional to the percentage of the trip that vehicles meet coverage, we get a more inclusive pattern where new vehicles get the opportunity to meet coverage. In such case, we have the least concentrated roadside units layout when considering all experiments performed along this study (strategy inverse). Finally, for all strategies evaluated, the layout of roadside units follows a circular pattern around the traffic epicenter.

As future work, we intend to develop optimal models for the strategies proposed here, as well as to search for new strategies for assigning scores in order to devise new deployment strategies.
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